The ten finalists of the Promoting Respectful
Relationships and Gender Equality Schools Poster
Design Competition 2018 feature in this edition
of the newsletter. To view them online go to:
www.gwhealth.asn.au/16-days-2018/
“All genders can do anything they want.” Owen

O u r S to r y
Inspired by changing times and the need for a women’s
health service for women by women in Gippsland,
consultations took place across Gippsland in 1991 under
the banner of the Gippsland Women’s Health Project.
This led to the funding and establishment of Gippsland
Women’s Health Service in 1992.
From small but mighty beginnings, Gippsland Women’s
Health continues to be the lead organisation for gender
equity, women’s health, prevention of violence against
women, and family violence system leadership in
Gippsland.
O u r P u r po se
We exist to improve women’s health, wellbeing and
freedom of choice by advancing gender equity and
working to prevent violence against women.
O u r Vi si o n
An equal and respectful Gippsland for all women.
In line with our vision, we:
•
•
•
•

Cover artwork: ‘Girls can be firefighters’ by Owen, Fish Creek Primary School

•

Put women’s experiences first
Are inclusive and respectful
Value the contributions of our partners
Have the courage to innovate and build the
evidence base
Are bold in our efforts to achieve fairness and
justice for all women in Gippsland.

Make the Link
Highlighting the importance of
addressing gender inequality to
end men’s violence against women.
www.makethelink.org.au

Are You Covered
A safesex project promoting
consent and the 30 condom
vending machines in Gippsland.

C O NN ECT WITH US

D O NAT IO N S

Subscribe: www.gwhealth.asn.au
Become a member: see page 15

We welcome and value donations to enable us to broaden the reach of our work. Secure
donations can be made online at www.gwhealth.org.au or call our office (03) 5143 1600

gippslandwomenshealth
GippslandWomensHealth
GippslandWomen
GippslandWomensHealth
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When you have a tendency to overthink everything (yes
I own it) and then you are asked to write a brief Editorial
for a newsletter that is themed “Utopia” you know that
it is not going to be smooth sailing and that you will be
faced with more questions than answers. So I prepared
for this Editorial by turning to my friend – Google.
Utopia – or “Yoo-TOH-pee-a” as Wikipedia so kindly
explains – is an imagined place or state of things in
which everything is perfect. An “imagined community or
society that possesses highly desirable or nearly perfect
qualities for its citizens.” It is an idea of a perfect society
in which everyone works well with each other and is
happy.
According to my friend Google, Utopia is made up from
the Greek “ou” (“not”) and topos (“place”). It roughly
means “no place” and it is used as a name for an
imaginary society that is perfect or near perfect, unlike
the societies we find in the real world.
So of course, at this point, the overthinker in me sets off
rapid fire questions: Is Utopia a real place? Does Utopia
mean “nowhere”? Where is Utopia – and is it on earth?
Are there different types of Utopia? Is Utopia a country?
Is New York the closet place on earth to Utopia? Is
Utopia a futuristic and implausible notion? Is Utopia a
fanciful ideal that can never be realised and should I
give up now?
At this point I was in pretty fragile territory. I needed to
navigate this impasse – so I hit the “Esc” button, sat
looking at the blank screen on my laptop and with the
world I know. The real world.
I reflected on the work we do in our partnership with
Sarah, Derek, Anabelle and Andrea in the Respectful
Relationships team, Department of Education and
Training.

The Respectful Relationships and Gender Equality
Poster Competition saw brilliant artwork produced
by Gippsland students that was shared in 16 Days
of Activism 2018. A big thank you to Owen; Lyra and
Georgia; Nick; William; Georgia; Sophie and Courtney;
Holly; Ebony; Isla, Tahlia, Rowan and Warren; and Kodia
– together with all 680 students from across Gippsland
schools – who entered their artwork. Outstanding.
I reflected on the articles written for the Utopia newsletter
by: Lidia Thorpe, Michelle Rodgers, Leah Radatti, Selena
Gillham, Anna Roberts, Clare McHugh, Jan Tracey,
Marg Centra and Sarah Smethurst. Each with their own
spin on Utopia. Each with an important message. These
are women who inspire me and for whom I have huge
admiration and respect.
These women are ground breakers – they are passionate,
intelligent, believable, and determined. They believe in
a better world; they are all clear about what Utopia looks
like. They never back off and are bold and tenacious
in their efforts to make change happen. As I sat and
reflected I recalled some of Lidia’s words.
“Achieving a brighter, more Utopian future is not
something that will one day just land at our feet,
but requires courage, respect, truth telling and
determination to find a shared national identity. It’s
a journey that will challenge us, but the payoff is
huge – a community without division, suspicion or
prejudice that is comfortable and confident about its
future”. Lidia Thorpe
For these women Utopia isn’t an imaginary, fanciful,
implausible notion. Utopia is a “real place” that they
continue to strive toward.
Fiona Owen
Chief Executive Officer

‘Follow the path of Respect, that’s where you’ll find Happiness’ by Lyra and Georgia, Inverloch Kongwak Primary School
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In a paradise for women, equality would exist between
women and men, with equitable access to education,
economic participation, healthcare and political
opportunities. Unfortunately, we are yet to live in such an
ideal world, as demonstrated in the results of the Global
Gender Gap Report 2018.
The Global Gender Gap Index was introduced by
the World Economic Forum in 2006 as a framework
to identify, track and compare inequalities between
women and men in different countries, from year to
year. It allows countries to design strategies to address
inequities, and to measure their progress. The Index
provides a benchmark of gender-based gaps in access
to resources and opportunities based on the following
four key areas:

‘Together we can make a difference’ by Nick, Baringa School

So how did Australia score in 2018? As the diagram shows below, Australia received an overall ranking of 39 out
of 149 countries. This compares to a ranking of 15 out of 115 countries in 2006. While we ranked Number 1 in
educational attainment in 2018, along with 24 other countries, Australia ranked particularly poorly in the area of
health and survival, demonstrating that we have much work to do in closing the gender gap.

The top four ranked countries in the 2018 Report are
from the Nordic region, with Iceland ranked number 1.
The Prime Minister of Iceland, Katrin Jakobsdottir,
attributes this high ranking to two reasons. Firstly,
Nordic countries are welfare states with high support for
universal social policies – policies that are necessary
for building societies that benefit women. Secondly,
these countries have effective and organised women’s
movements. This is highlighted by Iceland’s Women’s
Day Off, which started in 1975 when 90% of Icelandic
women went on strike to highlight wage disparity, unfair
employment practices, and the indispensable work that
they perform both in the workplace and at home.
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So what would an ideal world for women look like?
For Australian women, it would be improved access
to economic participation, health and political
empowerment, as well as freedom from violence; and
of course, this is something we wish for all women,
wherever they live in the world. Ideally, we would not
need an annual Index to measure inequality between
the genders.
Clare McHugh
Health Promotion Worker

Access full report
www.weforum.org

You call this country Gippsland. For me as a Traditional
Owner it’s the five clans that make up Gunnai
country: the Brabralung, Brataualung, Brayakaulung,
Krauatungalung and the Tatungalung people.
And with what all my people have been through – the
frontier wars, the stolen generation, the ongoing removal
of our children from their families, the incarceration of
our young people and the logging and clearing of our
traditional lands, it’s a challenge to describe briefly here
what Utopia would look like to me.
Before white invasion my people had created our version
of Utopia.
We practiced our culture and language, and lived
sustainably off this land for tens of thousands of years.
And while I could never hope to retrieve all we have
lost, together with the non-Aboriginal community we can
build a brighter shared future that will make all our lives
better for us and our children.
And I think it’s us women who need to lead this journey,
because in both our cultures it is women who are most
responsible for holding our communities together. It
starts with Gippsland’s white population recognising
that this is Gunnai land, learning about our connection
to country and the impact invasion and the frontier wars
has on our culture and language.
It’s important to understand that this is not about blaming,
shaming or making people feel guilty. It’s about admitting
Gippsland’s history in order to better understand each
other, to remove the barriers that divide us and to build
a shared future together.
Over the years I’ve led some of the initiatives that
have started to do this, and they’ve been life changing
for the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people who’ve
participated.
I organised a number of ‘Welcome Baby to Country’
ceremonies led by local Gunnai elders and attended
by over 130 children. When I worked for the Victorian
Local Government Association I initiated ‘Speaking
Out’, where Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal women left
whatever position we held in the community at the door,
connected through telling our stories and unpacked the
issues that affect our community.
For many women it was the first time in their lives they’d
gained an appreciation of what’s important to each
other; breaking down the barriers that exist because of
our differences in culture, wealth and status in society.
For non-Aboriginal participants it was a unique space to
understand why, for example, Australia Day is a day of
mourning rather than celebration for Aboriginal people,

‘My Friends’ by William, Bairnsdale Specialist School

or why it’s deeply offensive to us for men to visit the Den
of Nargun. And it’s women who most deeply empathise
with the devastating personal, cultural and societal
impact of removing children from our families.
For my people the last 230 years has been a story of
resistance to colonisation, where our proud and resilient
culture, language and natural environment have
struggled to survive. This reality has diminished nonAboriginal and Aboriginal Australia alike.
Achieving a brighter, more Utopian future is not something
that will one day just land at our feet, but requires courage,
respect, truth telling and a determination to find our
shared national identity. It’s a journey that will challenge
all of us, but the payoff is huge – a community without
division, suspicion or prejudice that is comfortable and
confident about its future.
Right now this may seem to be unattainable but we owe
it to future generations to try.
Lidia Thorpe
Former Greens MP
Chief Treaty Negotiator - The Victorian Traditional
Land Justice Group
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Given the many layers and dimensions of gender inequality and the various issues that contribute to gender
discrimination, trying to define what an ideal world may entail is hard, really hard. Whilst the concept of an ideal
world will vary from woman to woman, my ideal world would be one where women:
•

Are respected, empowered and equal

•

•

Live free from violence, free from oppression and
free from inequality

Are called intelligent, brave, resilient and creative
before they are called pretty

•

Are afforded the right to enjoy and live with their
basic human rights.

•

•
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Have access to reproductive, sexual, maternal and
mental healthcare services that serve to achieve
optimal health for all
Have control over their bodies — that is, bodily
autonomy to choose when or when not to have a
child and control over who can touch their bodies
and when

•

Live in a society that cares less about thigh gaps
and more about wage gaps – stop expecting women
to perform long hours of unpaid domestic work and
stop expecting us all to look the same

•

Have access to education, where learning is equally
valued and prioritised

•

Feel safe in their homes, their workplaces, their
schools, their communities, their neighbourhoods

•

Can walk the streets confidently at night without
taking out their phones and without holding onto
their keys

•

Are placed in positions of power, are given leadership
roles and are represented in strategic planning and
key decision-making

•

Are given more forums to share their stories, female
involvement in politics is ‘normal’ and quotas for
female representation in government are no longer
required

•

Aren’t expected to choose between being a mother
and having a successful career or having a life and
giving life

•

Are celebrated rather than ridiculed and punished for
calling out sexist jokes and comments that objectify
us

•

Are given safe spaces to talk openly about issues
that involve them — ask women what they want and
stop telling us what we need and what is best for us

•

Are embraced for their womanhood, and are allowed
to express their sexuality and practice self-love

•

Can wear whatever they want and not be called
promiscuous or shamed or told they were ‘asking
for it’

In addition, an ideal world would be one where:
•

The rights of women are treated equally and
protected by the law – stop using the law as an
instrument to legitimately discriminate against us

•

All women are proud and not scared to call
themselves feminists

•

There are more women plumbers, board members,
CEOs, football players, doctors, electricians and
truck drivers

•

More female artists are on festival lineups, give
women more seats at the table and stop expecting
us to serve them

•

Victim survivors are nurtured and supported through
a journey of healing rather than blamed, condemned
and rejected.

Leah Radatti
GWH Board Member

‘The key to equality is respect’ by Georgia, Inverloch Kongwak Primary School

Image: Michelle, a white woman with asymmetrical red hair, stands with her walking stick in golden late afternoon light on an open airport runway.
She is wearing a billowing green dress with golden beads. The wind is blowing her hair.

Disabled people represent 20 percent of the Australian
population yet apart from two large retailers, rarely feature
in fashion advertising. A quick scan of magazines, look
books, billboards or in-store advertising and it would
seem that disabled people don’t exist, or wear clothes!
Earlier this year the Access to Fashion catwalk featuring
19 models with a variety of disabilities, and a four-person
panel discussion by disability activists and fashionistas
on barriers to the industry, made history at Melbourne
Fashion Week. So great was the interest that the event
sold out over a month in advance and was reported upon
by various media outlets. The hope was that following
its tangible success, such an event would no longer be
required as disabled people would be regularly included
as part of diversity in fashion advertising. But we are yet
to see any tangible moves within the industry.
Part of the prompt for me to do the airport shoot was
that it was the third birthday of starting #UpAndDressed.
But more than that, it was because I was tired of the
continuing lack of disability representation in fashion
advertising and media here in Australia, whilst seeing
advancements overseas. But a final straw was that
despite disabled models gracing the runways at
Melbourne Fashion Week for the first time this year,
the round-up video didn’t show even one shot of any
of the disabled models involved (either the two models
in the opening laneway show or the 19 involved in
#AccessToFashion). A historic moment, but we were
erased from the narrative in favour of traditional fashion
imagery.
I am tired of waiting. I am tired of hoping that the
industry here will change. We have small inroads but

I can’t help but conclude that the Australian industry is
still reluctant to include visibly disabled models. Real
diversity requires action and commitment. It’s not just
a buzzword used to tick a box. Representation matters,
to disability communities who want to see themselves
in advertising media, and in changing societal attitudes
towards disabled people.
Belonging to the invisible age group of 40s and 50s
women AND being disabled I know the likelihood of
seeing images I can relate to is slim to none. So I decided
to say SCREW IT. And I created my own images.
So here I am. A pissy, peri-menopausal, 45-year-old
disabled woman strutting around a rural airport with her
walking stick, wrangling metres of material in blustery
winds, embracing my love of fashion and styling.
I’m not interested in waiting. Don’t get angry.
Get fabulous.
Michelle Roger
Gippsland-based writer, speaker, blogger.
Fashion lover. Disabled and fabulous.
Living with “A bad case of FUBAR”.
Creator of the #upanddressed project.
www.bobisdysautonomia.blogspot.com
Listen to Michelle’s interview on ABC Radio
https://ab.co/2RjO5AP
Adapted from post originally published on Instagram
31 October 2018; reproduced with permission.
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Students from Gippsland schools participating in the
Department of Education and Training (DET) Respectful
Relationships initiative were invited to enter a poster
design competition organised by the Respectful
Relationships teams from Inner and Outer Gippsland in
partnership with Gippsland Women’s Health.
Ten winning entries were selected from three categories
– Primary, Secondary and Specialist Schools.
The competition themes were:
• Challenging gender stereotypes
• What does gender equality mean?
• What do respectful relationships look like?
Over 680 entries were received and we congratulate all
students who entered the competition and thank them
for their contribution.

Sarah Corbell, Derek Hayman, Andrea Penrose and Annabel Barbara
(DET) with Andrea (GWH) standing beside the poster ‘Girls Can, Boys
Can’ by Sale College students Sophie and Courtney, at Gippsland Art
Gallery, Sale

The winning posters were shared and displayed across
Gippsland during 16 Days of Activism against Gender
Based Violence (25 November to 10 December) as part
of the Victoria against Violence campaign.

‘Respect: Give it to receive it’ and ‘Unbalanced we are divided’
Holly and Ebony, Mirboo North Secondary School

When I was told that my poster was
selected to be one of the finalists I was really
pleased that my digital art stood out with so
many other entries.
And I think gender equality is important to
create a balanced and healthy perspective
for yourself, others and life.
Ebony

The Gippsland Art Gallery Sale hosted a three month
exhibition of the posters as well as 27 other sites,
including libraries and organisations, across Gippsland
displaying them.
The messages on the 10 posters are very powerful and
highlight that respectful relationships and educating
future generations about gender equality is key to
creating positive change. A healthy relationship requires
an understanding of what respect means and recognising
the importance of gender equality, to ensure that we
value everyone fairly. Gender equality is an important
part of preventing violence against women and their
children in our community.
Andrea Hall
Communications Coordinator

Promoting Respectful Relationships and Gender Equality Banners, Fish Creek Primary School
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What would a world look like that is truly equal for
women and men? For one thing, it would be cheaper.
Not only would women be earning 16.2% more, in line
with their male counterparts, but they would be getting
more bang for their buck when spending, too. How and
why, you may ask.
Because there is a sneaky little thing called the “Pink
Tax”, which means that women currently pay more
for products that are marketed to females but that are
essentially the same product as those marketed to
males.
A study of gendered pricing in New York in 2015 called
From Cradle to Cane: The Cost of Being a Female
Consumer: A Study in Gender Pricing in New York City,
found that women pay more for everything from birth
to death. The “female” version of toys and accessories,
children’s and adult clothing, personal care products and
home health care products for seniors were discovered
to be between four and 13 percent more expensive than
the “male” version of the same product.

After 18 years of campaigning by women, we can finally
bid farewell to the Goods and Services Tax (GST) on
tampons, pads, menstrual cups, maternity pads and
leak-proof underwear. This well-overdue reform follows
in the footsteps of other countries including Kenya, which
scrapped the tax on menstrual products in 2004. But
while there is cause for celebration, there are ongoing
reasons for concern, with many female products still
being subjected to the tax.
Breastfeeding aids like pumps and nipple shields
will continue to have the GST applied, while infant
formula will not. According to Chief Executive of the
Australian Healthcare and Hospitals Association, Alison
Verhoeven, “It is unacceptable that lactation aids are
subject to GST while infant formula is not … We should
be doing everything we can to encourage and support
breastfeeding, which is important for a healthy start in
life.” Low-income and younger mums, who show the
lowest rates of breastfeeding among mothers, will be
particularly affected by this inequity, as they struggle to
pay for pumps which cost between $200 and $800.
The continued taxing of breastfeeding aids is not the
only inequity that women experience. It is interesting
(or disappointing and infuriating) to note the types of
products that are already exempt from the GST.

We are not exempt from this inequity in Australia, either.
Examples of products subjected to the “Pink tax” in our
own backyard include: “For Her” pens that cost 12.5
percent more than similar, standard pens; near-identical
shirts that cost $10 more for the female version; and
greater prices for female-marketed underpants, socks,
moisturisers, bike and scooter helmets and even
calculators.
So what can we do to combat this inequity? It is difficult
to know who to lobby for change.
Government? Shops? Large chain stores? Brands?
One solution is to shop in the men’s section, or avoid
products that are branded pink.
If you have any examples to share, or solutions, we
would love to hear from you.

‘What is Respectful Relationships’ by Isla, Tahlia, Rowan and Warren,
Inverloch Kongwak Primary School

These include incontinence aids, condoms, lubricants,
Viagra, contact lenses, dentures, sunscreens and
nicotine patches. While some of these products may be
used by women, they are ALL used by men. How is this
fair? Quite simply, it’s not.
In an ideal world, there would be equitable taxing of
products across the board, where gender plays no role.
In a truly ideal world, women would not have to fight so
hard and for so long to achieve this equality.
Reference: www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-11/tampontax-gst-on-breastfeeding-aids/10102754

Clare McHugh
Health Promotion Worker
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When I first heard about ecofeminism, I was sceptical.
I’ve never been comfortable with the ‘wild woman’ story
or the broad sweeping idea of ‘woman as goddess’ being
deeply connected to nature. I feel deeply connected to
nature; I treasure nature every day. I am connected to
nature as a woman, but not because I am a woman.
What does ecofeminism have to do with it?
When I first read about ecofeminism, I realised I’d missed
the bigger picture. Ecofeminism can be interpreted in so
many different ways. Originating in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, ecofeminism sprang from a combination
of other popular movements at the time including
the feminist, peace and ecology movements. As an
intersection of ecology and feminism, ecofeminism gave
me a framework to look differently at the systems that
we live in. Ecology focuses on relationships and the
interconnectedness of many individual parts. It seeks to
understand how these parts work together and rely on
each other to create a strong and sustainable whole.
Ecology also looks at how humans interact with and
impact the natural environment around us.
Feminism focuses on relationships too. Feminism,
to me, is about equal access to power and resources
for all people regardless of sex, gender, race, class or
ability. Feminism, like ecology, is also about balancing
many individual parts to create a strong and sustainable
whole. When we zoom out a little and consider both as
frameworks for the bigger picture, we start to see how
well they work together.
Across the globe, women make up 70 percent of the
world’s poor; they have less access to money, land,
food, protection from violence, education and healthcare
services. These same women rely on their natural
environments to provide for themselves and their
families, to eke out a living and to survive. Capitalism,
neoliberalism and most modern Western economic
models rely on profiting from natural environments.
These models not only put the future of our planet at
risk, but they also further harm women by taking away
precious resources for survival.
Ecofeminism suggests that when we exploit natural
resources for commercial profit, the balances that
allow ecosystems to be self-sustaining are interrupted.
Nature is genius in its design and all parts of a healthy
ecosystem work together to regenerate and thrive.
Yet our modern society is short circuiting this lifeline.
Just as gender inequality affects everybody, so too do
imbalances in our natural ecosystems. Ecofeminism
highlights that women are not only more vulnerable to
impacts of climate change and environmental damage,
but they are fighting oppression through other systems
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‘Treat everyone fairly’ by Nick, Baringa School

of power as well. This stands true for other groups we
refer to as ‘minorities’, such as Indigenous peoples,
women of colour, people with a disability and any other
group of people excluded from holding and using power.
Conversely, many argue that due to their reliance on
nature, women have developed unique and valuable
knowledge of their own natural environments. Much
like Indigenous Australians cultivated a deep symbiosis
with nature, so too have those excluded from power
found other ways to live with nature, rather than
profiting from nature. The development of science and
technology has often excluded this kind of traditional,
ecological knowledge. We’ve seen an imbalance in
power lead to patriarchal, profit-driven societies where
nature and people suffer alike. Without the inclusion of
women, Indigenous peoples, and others excluded from
knowledge-making, we will continue to travel the path
of exploitation we have followed since the Industrial
Revolution.
At its core, ecofeminism, to me, means a radical
transformation of our current systems. It means
valuing things that can’t be counted in money. It means
considering impacts on all members of our earthly
ecosystem in decision-making, including animals,
plants, rivers and trees. It means extending feminism’s
mantra of equality beyond the context of men and
women. It means recognising the exploitative nature of
the systems we are part of and fighting for better choices.
It means bringing feminism to ecology and ecology into
our feminism, for the sake of our health, our future and
our planet.
Sarah Smethurst

Women have freedom to choose if, when, how and
how often they reproduce. That is what an ideal
world would mean for women. This would involve
improved, affordable, reliable and confidential access
to contraception, pregnancy support and termination
services; contemporary reproductive health advice and
clinical services to women as close as possible to where
they live; and well-informed health services and health
professionals involving women in decisions about their
own health.
To work towards these ideal outcomes for women,
Gippsland Women’s Health conducted a survey of
the availability of contraceptive and termination of
pregnancy medication from pharmacies in Gippsland.
The mapping particularly focused on Long Acting
Reversible Contraception (LARC), the emergency
contraceptive pill (ECP), and Medical Termination of
Pregnancy (MToP) medication. LARC prevents women
from getting pregnant for a number of months or years
and are very effective (<1% failure rate) so have the
potential for reducing unintended pregnancies. The ECP
is used to prevent pregnancy if a woman has had sex
with no contraceptive protection.
Almost three quarters (70.5%) of pharmacies responded
to the survey and the majority (91.7%) had a private
space to discuss use of contraceptive medication.
LARC (Implanon, Depo-Provera and IUDs) were readily
available from most pharmacies (87-100%). Nearly all
pharmacies (97%) dispensed the ECP; however many
pharmacies placed age restrictions on supply. Nine
pharmacies restricted supply to those under 14 years
of age, four restricted supply to those under 16 years,
and one restricted supply to those under 18 years. This
inconsistency is a concern as it means that women and
teens cannot be confident about going to a pharmacy
and obtaining the ECP.
Over a third (41%) of pharmacies supplied MToP
medication, although half of these pharmacies did not
keep it in stock and the delivery time was estimated to
be one to three days. This would be problematic due
to the time sensitivity around taking this medication.
Reasons for not supplying MToP medication included
conscientious objection, not having the required training,
or the perception that there was no demand.

These results, which are documented in the Gippsland
Sexual and Reproductive Pharmaceuticals Report, will
be used to inform further work within the Gippsland
Sexual and Reproductive Health Strategy to improve
reproductive choice for women in Gippsland.
Selena Gillham
Health Promotion Coodinator
Anna Roberts
Health Promotion Project Worker

For information about contraception, pregnancy options
and sexual health in Victoria: www.myoptions.org.au

The results of this survey provide quantitative evidence
about the limitations of the sexual and reproductive
health services in Gippsland. Women in Gippsland
are not only limited by services provided by medical
clinics (2018, Gippsland Sexual and Reproductive
Health Alliance) but also by the availability of, or
restriction to, sexual and reproductive pharmaceuticals.
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In an ideal world, the thought of breast cancer would
be just that – something remembered and alluded to
in history books, perhaps mentioned when discussing
family members from long ago, and now managed with
preventative vaccines, much like the situation in cervical
cancer. In the meantime, it is interesting to consider
where efforts need to be directed to make life as ideal
as possible for those diagnosed.
In a recent ‘State of the Nation’ report by Breast Cancer
Network Australia (BCNA) that concerned gaps in care
for those with breast cancer, there were several areas
identified that need to be addressed.
The financial burden for those with breast cancer is
often not appreciated, with out-of-pocket costs often far
in excess of Medicare-funded items. Many women have
not accumulated sufficient sick leave to cover treatment
and recovery time, and may have a family dependent
on their income. Drugs available to extend their life may
not be on the PBS and these costs can add to the many
thousands of dollars already required to manage their
disease. Families may need to consider assistance
from government benefits or charities. In an ideal
world, some of the Medicare fee gaps would be closed,
future essential drugs would be more rapidly listed on
the PBS, and the exhausting, time-consuming and
sometimes humiliating process of accessing benefits
from Centrelink would be streamlined.
Inequities of location. It is difficult to see how this may
be addressed, but there are real barriers for remote
patients in accessing specialist breast cancer surgeons,
reconstructive surgery, breast clinics and trials. Long
distances frequently mean a much tougher path for
these women when navigating through the treatment
process.
Lack of information exists, particularly in relation to
clear and transparent private health insurance costs
and reimbursements, and some private practitioners fail
to discuss all additional costs, including follow-up care
costs. This is particularly notable with the wide variation
in costs for reconstructive surgery.
Shortage of Breast Care Nurses. The McGrath
Foundation has now placed 120 Specialist Breast
Care Nurses around Australia, however there are still
women who are never referred to a Breast Care Nurse
or who have very little contact with one due to funding
constraints.
Professional insensitivity. Although improving, there are
still reports of patients being given their diagnosis over
the phone or by the receptionist. One day this may be
history, with improved training and tighter guidelines for
practice.
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Understanding and supporting metastatic breast cancer.
This group often have less support than those with a
less serious diagnosis. Along with their families, they
can experience greater isolation and challenges in
navigating their care. For those in need of life-extending
drugs that are still not on the PBS in Australia, it can be
distressing to know they are readily available in other
countries.
The day these issues can be addressed satisfactorily is
keenly awaited, as we wait in hope for the advent of a
vaccine to prevent breast cancer ever happening.
Marg Centra
Wellington McGrath Breast Care Nurse, based at
Gippsland Women’s Health.
Appointment with Marg can be made by phoning
(03) 5143 1600.
For a list of nurses Australia-wide visit
www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au

I was incredibly lucky to be invited to speak at the
MATE Bystander Program inaugural conference
#BeSomeoneWhoDoesSomething in November 2018.
The conference program focused on the role of the
bystander in the prevention of gender-based violence.
Gippsland Women’s Health have supported MATE
Bystander programs both through delivery of sessions
and support for Gippsland facilitators since it was first
brought to Gippsland in 2014. We were asked to present
on how Gippsland as a region, and more specifically
Gippsland Women’s Health, have used MATE sessions
as one part of our gender equality work in rural and
remote communities. It was indeed an honour to be
included with so many amazing women in this field of
work. Gippsland Women’s Health was also presented
with an award form Griffith University acknowledging our
work in the bystander sphere.
It was so inspiring listening to the people doing great
work in the area of prevention of violence against women
and gender equality. Women spoke of the importance of
representation in media and popular culture.
We listened to conversations about sexual harassment
and sexual assault in the workplace and university
settings; and how gender intersects with race,
sexuality, disability, religion and age. We heard from
top female athletes in sports; we felt bereft listening
to the harrowing stories of survivors; and we heard

Jan, Fiona and Gillian at the MATE Conference

from leading researchers about the work they are
undertaking. Throughout it all we heard how bystanders
can make a difference; how they can be empowered to
influence positive change. The easy style of intimate
conversations on the stage, something like ‘lounge room
conversations’, inspired the large number of delegates to
use their influence to educate, encourage and challenge
their communities to make a difference.
Jan Tracey
Health Promotion Training Facilitator

In late November a walk-in support and safety hub
known as the The Orange Door opened in Morwell. The
Orange Door is one of 17 Hubs which will open across
Victoria and is a new way for women, children and young
people who are experiencing family violence to access
supports and services. Men who are seeking assistance
to change their behaviour and stop committing acts of
violence can also access services through The Orange
Door. The Orange Door in Morwell provides services for
Baw Baw, South Gippsland, Bass Coast and Latrobe
City shires and refers people to services in their local
government area.
With the opening of The Orange Door it was important
to update the STOP Family Violence cards and posters.
The new cards have updated phone numbers and
a slightly new design. If you need updated copies
of the cards or posters please visit our website or
call (03) 5143 1600.
Kim Adams
Family Violence Project Worker
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Thank you to all who attended our AGM in November.
It was a magnificent event. We are grateful to the
amazing young women on our panel discussion on
the importance of gender equality and what it means to
them — Rosie, Emmah and Pantjiti (aka The Spaghetti
Stains) Leah and Kate. They not only inspired us all but
reignited our faith that we are on our way to significant
change and that women’s equality, our end goal, is
achievable. We were also honoured to have Leah
perform her incredibly moving song 'Ziggy Boy’.

Our 2017-2018 Annual Report is a summary of the work
we have been doing across Gippsland: advocating
for equality and respect for all women in Gippsland.
We hope you find it informative and we look forward to
sharing more with you in 2019.
Our thanks to Tara Cornell for allowing us to use her
Ink Art, Rose Garden, throughout our report. The Annual
Report is available on our website or call our office for
a copy.

Ad vancin g Equa l i t y a n d Re s p e ct fo r
Women
The end of 2018 saw the staff and board work on our new
organisational strategic plan. We are pleased to release
our new strategic plan 2018 – 2025. It is available at
www.gwhealth.asn.au

O u r new v is io n
'An equal and respectful Gippsland for all women'
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M e mb e r shi p i s N ow O pe n
Now is the time to join Gender Equity Victoria (GEN
VIC), Victorian peak body for gender equity, women’s
health and the prevention of violence against women.
Membership is available to any organisation and
individual in Victoria that has a commitment to advancing
gender equity, holds values that align with feminist
principles, and supports GEN VIC’s vision for equality,
wellbeing and freedom from violence for every woman
and girl in every community of Victoria.

Gippsland Women’s Health has been a long-standing
member of GEN VIC, formerly Women’s Health
Association of Victoria, along with other women’s health
services across Victoria. Through GEN VIC, we are
able to advocate, influence and collaborate to improve
outcomes in gender equity, sexual and reproductive
health and in the prevention of violence at a state-wide
level. For more information www.genvic.org.au.

Gi p pslan d Wom e n’s H e a l t h i n c.
Any woman who resides, works or studies in the
Gippsland region and supports the Statement of
Purpose of Gippsland Women’s Health (GWH) Inc. is
eligible to be a member.

• Membership is for one year only and must be renewed
annually.

All applications for membership are presented to the
Gippsland Women’s Health Board for approval at the
first meeting following the application being recieved.
Membership is confirmed only when the Board approves
the application.

I agree with the Statement of Purpose and wish to
become a member/renew my membership of GWH Inc.
for the nancial year ending June 30,

Name _______________________________________

I accept that the Gippsland Women’s Health Constitution
requires a register of members be retained and that a list
of member names will be available for viewing by other
GWH members at the registered address in accordance
with the Constitution and privacy legislation.

Address _____________________________________
Postcode ____________________________________
Telephone ___________________________________
Email _______________________________________
New Membership
Membership Renewal
Has your address changed in the past 12 months?
Yes
No
If yes, what was your previous address? ____________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Individual membership enables you to vote at the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) and general meetings,
stand for election as a member of the Board, receive
invitations to special functions and be included on our
mailing list.
Do you wish to receive a print newsletter?
Yes

No

• There is no annual membership fee.

20__________________________________________
(please complete relevant year).

In the advent of my admission as a member, I shall at
all times comply with the rules of Gippsland Woman’s
Health Inc.
Signature of Applicant
____________________________________________
Date ___________________
Please complete form and return to:
Gippsland Women’s Health
Reply Paid 664, Sale Victoria 3850
Office Location
56B Cunninghame Street, Sale Victoria 3850
Telephone: 03 5143 1600 or 1800 805 448
Fax: 03 5143 1224
Email: admin@gwhealth.asn.au

Or complete online at
www.gwhealth.asn.au

Do you wish to receive the newsletter via email?
Yes

No

Do you wish to receive periodic email updates?
Yes

No
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We offer a health information service for all women’s health queries.
Opening hours Mon - Thurs 9am to 4pm, Fri 9am to 3pm
Call 1800 805 448 or (03) 5143 1600 (please leave a message after hours).
Please note that we are not a crisis service.

